EISENHOWER GLOBAL SCHOLARS PROGRAM
2020-2021 ACADEMIC YEAR APPLICATION
Please note that only U.S. citizens or legal permanent residents, currently residing in the U.S.
and graduates of four-year American universities, are eligible to apply.

SECTION 1:

Contact information

Full Name
Dr./Mr./Ms./Mrs.

First name/Given Name

City

State/Province

Middle name(s)

Family name/Surname

Home Address
Postal Code

Country

Mobile

Telephone
Country code

Area code

Number

Country code

Area code

Number

Email
Date of Birth

Day

Month

Ethnicity

African American

SECTION 2:

Education Background

Year

Asian

Caucasian

A. Undergraduate Studies and Degree

B. Post-Graduate studies and Degree (if applicable)

1

Hispanic

Other

SECTION 3:

Professional Background

A. Work Experience

B. Attach your resume or curriculum vitae (CV) in PDF form with the submission of the application.
SECTION 4:

Community and Other Professional Engagement

A. Please provide information about your current or recently completed (within the past 5 years) participation in community groups,
professional organizations, and other voluntary activities outside your paid work:
Organization

Your role

Dates

Activities/accomplishments

B. Have you received any fellowships or awards in the past five years? Yes____No____
If so, please list them here

C. How did you find out about the Eisenhower Global Scholars Program?

D. Do you have a direct relationship to Eisenhower Fellowships or any Eisenhower Fellow? Yes____No____
If so, what is the connection?

E. Did an Eisenhower Fellow, Trustee or Steering Committee member recommend you for this fellowship? Yes____No____
If so, who?
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SECTION 5:

Study, Travel or Residence Outside of the United States

Purpose, date and location:
Purpose, date and location:
Purpose, date and location:

SECTION 6:

Leadership

Describe how you have utilized your role in an organization, a professional field or in the wider community to be a leader and enact positive
change.

SECTION 7:

Proposed Academic Travel

Please list your proposed university and course of study for the Eisenhower Global Scholars Program, why you have chosen this track and
how you intend to apply your degree in your future work:
1) University of Oxford: Blavatnik School of Government, Master of Public Policy

2) IE University: Master in International Relations
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SECTION 8:

Scholarship Project Objectives and Proposed Impact

A. Eisenhower Global Scholarship requires recipients to produce a concrete project within three to five years of academic study that addresses
a pressing social challenge, provides a solution to an important issue or advances an existing approach to a significant problem. Please describe
in detail your project proposal, including how you plan to structure it, the positive impacts of this initiative, the resources needed to implement
it and how it will be sustained.

B. In addition to the initiative described above, list one or two additional scholarship objectives that you could pursue as secondary interests.
How would fulfillment of these objectives enable you to be more effective in your future work, your community or society at large?

C. An Eisenhower Global Scholarship is a lifetime commitment and an opportunity to engage in the global EF network. Describe how you
have participated in academic, work or social networks in the past, and how you might extend and broaden these activities in the years to
come.
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